empty, empty of man, empty of visible produce. In the 181
belly of this emptiness there throbbed a rich pulse of
blood which was drained off in black furrowed veins.
Through the thick pores of the earth the dreams of men
long dead still bubbled and burst, their diaphanous fila-
ment carried skyward by flocks of startled birds.
To tlie left of us ran the range leading to Parnassus,
grim, silent, hoary with legend. Strange that all the time
I was in Paris, all that joy and misery associated with
Montparnasse, I never once thought of the place from
which the namfe derives. On the other hand, though no
one had ever counselled me to go there, Thebes had been
in my mind ever since the day I landed in Athens. By
some unaccountable quirk the name Thebes, just as Mem-
phis in Egypt, always brought to life a welter of fantastic
memories £nd when, in the chill morgue of the museum
there, I espied that most exquisite stone drawing so like
one of Picasso's illustrations, w&en I saw the rigid Egyp- *
tian-like colossi, I felt as if I were back in some familiar
past, back in a world which I had known as a child.
Thebes, even after one has visited it, remains in the mem-
ory very much like the vague, tremulous reveries which
attend a long wait in the ante-chamber of a dentist's of-
fice. Waiting to have a tooth extracted one often gets *
involved in the plan of a .new book$ one fairly seethes
with ideas. Then comes the torture, the book is expunged
from the consciousness; "days pass in which nothing more
brilliant is accomplished than sticking the tongue in a
little cavity of the gum which seems enormous. Finally
that too is forgotten and one is at work again and perhaps
the new book is begun, but not as it was feverishly planned
back in the cauterized waiting-room. And then, of a night
when one tosses fitfully, plagued by swarms of irrelevant
thoughts, suddenly the constellation of the lost tooth
swims over the' horizon and one is in Thebes, the old

